00:03 - We have a forensic accounting concentration.
00:06 Forensic accountants are in strong demands
00:08 in government agencies, accounting firms,
00:11 insurance companies, banks, even law firms.
00:15 Students enrolled in this concentration
00:17 are going to gain an understanding
00:19 of the motivations, opportunities
00:22 and realizations that facilitate fraudulent behavior.
00:31 Students will learn how to detect, investigate
00:34 and prevent financial related frauds.
00:36 As students will also develop skills
00:38 in gathering and documenting analytical data
00:40 for successful prosecution.
00:43 You'll learn investigative interviewing techniques
00:46 and the ability to provide testimony
00:47 for dispute resolution.
00:50 Students with this concentration can work
00:51 in governmental agencies
00:53 like the FBI, CIA or the IRS
00:55 or for financial consulting firms
00:58 where they can assess vulnerability to fraud.
01:01 Students can investigate suspicious individuals,
01:03 gather evidence, compile investigative reports
01:06 and even learn to testify as an expert witness.